
Quick Reference Guide

 
 
 

NAVIGATION COMMANDS 
“accept defaults” “first field” 
“field complete” “last field” 
“new line” “start of field” 
“new paragraph” “end of field” 
“next field” “go to end of paragraph” 
“previous field” “go to end of sentence” 
 

WORK EFFICIENTLY 

 Use your voice instead of keyboard or mouse to 

perform certain tasks. 

 You can place the cursor in the middle of text 

and then record/type to insert new text. 

 Say “What Can I Say” for a list of all available 

commands. 

 Use 'Add Word' to add a word. 

TIPS 

 If single words are not being recognized 

correctly, try to avoid correcting one word at a 

time; delete the whole phrase and say it again. 

 Say “open settings” to configure hotkeys and 

microphone buttons. 

 Use the buttons on your 

microphone to initiate actions. 

 

POWER MIC MOBILE 

 

FORMATTING 
“bold that”  “underline that”  

 “normal that”  

CORRECTION 

“scratch that” or “delete 
that” 

“scratch word” or “delete 
word” 

“undo that” “redo that” 

“select <text>” or “correct 
<text>” 

“select <text> to <text>” or 
“select <text> through 
<text>” or “correct <text> 
to <text>” or “correct 
<text> through <text>” 

“resume with <text>” – 
continues editing from the 
specified text 

“insert before <text>” 

“go back” returns the 
cursor focus to before the 
previous selection 
command. 

“add that to vocabulary”  

“do not recognize that 
word” – deletes the select 
word from the vocabulary 

“all caps that” 

“cap that” “deselect that” or “unselect 
that” or “cancel selection” 
or “cancel” 

“select all” “select this paragraph” 

“select next paragraph: “select previous paragraph” 

“select first paragraph” “select last paragraph” 

“select this word” “select next word” 

“select previous word” “select first word” 

“select last word” “select this sentence” 

“select next sentence” “select previous sentence” 

“select first sentence”  “select last sentence” 

 

POWER MIC 

 

"italicize that"

    Pause slightly after pressing the record button to 
       ensure that the microphone is ready for your voice. 
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